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ABSTRACT

Design fixation is often thought of only as a limiting factor when a designer is generating ideas,
but design fixation is also defined as “sometimes counter-productive” indicating that there may be room
for good fixation. In addition, design fixation is defined as a “blind adherence”, meaning that the designer
is not aware that they are limiting their idea set. Prior work in fixation has focused on how introducing
designers to bad examples can cause a negative adherence to a limited set of ideas, while work in design
by analogy has focused on how introducing a designer to the right idea can positively impact the creative
output of idea generation. In addition, product dissection has been investigated as a way to inspire
creative design with positive results. While researchers have investigated good examples for their positive
impact on the creativity of generated ideas, little work has investigated how these good examples are
having a positive impact. Therefore, this study aimed to understand how exposing designers to
analogically near and far products that are relatively simple or complex through a product dissection
activity impacts a designer’s creativity and how designers are reusing parts in their ideation. In addition,
this study investigated if these reuses are unconscious through the use of eye tracking equipment as well
as examined what designers look at during product dissection. The results showed that reuse of parts was
positively related to an individual’s creativity during idea generation and that student designers reused
more after dissecting an analogically near product. In addition, they showed that there was no relationship
between eye fixations and design fixation, indicating that reuse might not be unconscious. Overall, the
results shed a positive light on reuse and design fixation.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Engineering design provides a structured basis for product development and innovation in the
classroom as well as in industry [1]. However a concern remains involving design fixation, which has
been reported to negatively limit a designer’s idea set [2]. The first study to explore design fixation,
conducted in 1991 by Jansson and Smith, defined it as a “blind adherence to a set of ideas or concepts
limiting the output of conceptual design,” ([2], p.3) and is a “sometimes counter-productive adherence to a
limited set of ideas” (emphasis added [2], p.4). The main concern that most often has surrounded the issue
is that designers cannot create more innovative products after seeing or interacting with a product that
already solves the design problem because their design set is now limited to the concepts presented in the
example and other closely related concepts. However, the second part of the definition created by Jansson
and Smith. requires further investigation as most studies often focus their efforts on proving that those
limitations created by design fixation exist and mitigating those effects [3-7]. Accordingly, there has been
a lack of research investigating the idea that ‘good’ fixations also have the potential to occur and facilitate
beneficial results for the design process.
Design fixations have been classified as ‘bad’ when they reflect limitations to a designer’s idea
set by reducing the number of ideas generated and/or increasing the number of redundant ideas generated.
Oftentimes, studies on design fixation were conducted with the expectation that example products that
provide solutions to the design problem will result in these ‘bad’ fixations. The study by Jansson and
Smith demonstrated that visual example solutions resulted in limitations of designers’ abilities to solve
the design problems in a variety of ways [2]. Student designers were found to have a lack of flexibility
during idea generation when reusing characteristics of the example solution hindered their ability to
innovate as a result of design fixation [3]. Even when specific features of an example solution to a design
problem were distinctly identified as problematic to student designers, they still continued to incorporate
them into their idea generation [8]. Research does indeed show that design fixation sometimes leads to
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limitations of the design set, where designers tend to focus on the features shown to them in an example
solution through reuse of those features. However, prior research does not show that the limitation effects
of design fixation will always cause the reuse of characteristics to create ‘bad’ ideas.
Alternatively, what if a designer’s idea set for the design problem could be limited in a manner
that could help designers focus on concepts that are different and more creative than an existing solution?
More creative solutions are desired in the concept generation process and are considered better because
when looking at what constitutes innovation, creativity is the most important factor of the design process
[9]. Therefore, ‘good’ design fixations should result in more creative ideas. In fact, a meta-analysis
showed that reusing parts of an example solution can increase the quality and novelty of a designer’s
ideas [10]. Unconsciously reusing features of another product does not necessarily mean that the outcome
will always be ‘bad’ [11] [12], and design fixation should be explored for how it can also have creative
results. Existing design solutions can provide a starting point and basis for inspiration [13], demonstrating
that there is room for ‘good’ design fixation if it can be used to further explore a focused design space
more thoroughly and creatively.
The question now becomes how design fixation can be used to limit the design space to concepts
that will actually increase the designer’s creativity rather than concepts that will be considered repetitive
for the design problem? The examples provided in most studies conducted on design fixation were direct
solutions for or existing products that solved the design problem, however there is a lack of research on
design fixation where examples are not solutions to the problem, and are instead solutions to a different
problem. In this manner, designers could potentially use their past experiences and knowledge to connect
the design problem being solved to the design problem, for which the example products provide a
solution.
Design by analogy could potentially live on this side of the design fixation spectrum. It has
already been shown to increase the creativity of the design space if the right analogies are used [14-19].
Prior work on this approach to engineering design suggests that design by analogy could be a type of
‘good’ design fixation. So, if designers reuse parts of example products that are analogically different
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from the solution, then analogical reasoning involved in the idea generation process could impact the
creativity of their design set in a beneficial manner. However, current research on design by analogy does
not explain the reasons as to why it can result in the increase of creativity in ideas: does it come from the
reuse of the examples or pieces of those examples, or does it simply come from exposure to the
analogies? Perhaps, the product’s analogical distance is related to how much the product is reused during
idea generation. This thesis examined whether or not that reuse is a ‘good’ fixation helping explain why
design fixation paired with design by analogy can bring about ‘good’ ideas.
Product dissection is another method in engineering design that exposes designers to an example
solution before idea generation. It is the systematic disassembly of a product so that one can interact with
each of its parts. With respect to design fixation, product dissection has been studied as a method of
mitigating design fixation’s limiting and counterproductive effects [20] and has also been proven to result
in more creative ideas during the idea generation process because it facilitates an exploration of a larger
design space [21]. In conjunction with design by analogy, a product dissection study had participants take
apart products of different analogical distances and found that the extent of the analogical distance of the
product from an existing solution of the design problem does not affect the creativity of ideas [22].
However, this study did not explain how students were using product dissection to come up with more
creative ideas. Understanding whether or not reuse can predict a designer’s creativity can provide insight.
Furthermore, product dissection allows for a high level of interaction with a product’s parts,
understanding what type of part they are reusing, interior of exterior, could affect how much designers
reuse ideas. This is another question that was explored in this thesis.
The definition of design fixation as a “blind adherence” implies that the designer cannot control
or is not aware of their reuse of example solutions. Research conducted by Youmans et al. [23] analyzed
the different categories of fixation presented in prior work and identified three types of fixation. While in
conscious blocking and intentional resistance, designers are aware of their fixations, unconscious
adherence is the more traditional definition of design fixation where the designer is unaware of their
reuse. Since this unconscious fixation is not something designers recognize during the idea generation
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process, one way to measure it is by recording data on a designer’s unconscious thought through eye
tracking [24, 25]. Importantly, research on human memory has connected the locus of attention during a
task to what is encoded into memory [26] indicating that eye tracking can provide information on what
people store in their memories and what items receive their attention. This motivates the question of
whether or not a relationship exists between how long someone looks at a component in the dissection
activity (i.e. unconscious thought) and their reuse of that part during idea generation. Eye tracking
technology can help provide potential insights to this question and aid in the explanation of why design
fixation occurs.
Few studies have attempted to identify ‘good’ design fixation with positive creative outcomes.
Thus, the goal of this thesis was to provide information to help the engineering design community
understand how the type of design reuse impacts the idea generation process. Since research on methods
of mitigating design fixation effects suggest that it cannot be eliminated from the design process when
using examples to generate ideas, this thesis also explored how product dissection and design by analogy
can affect the type of fixations that a designer experiences. Exploration of the reasons for why design
fixation occurs can be furthered through utilizing eye tracking to map reuse to the locus of attention. Fully
understanding the effects of design fixation on creativity can be invaluable in the engineering design
community where innovation is needed to further progress and effectiveness of design in both industry
and in the classroom.

1.1 Research Objectives
This thesis was developed to provide an examination of the design fixation effects on the
creativity of undergraduate engineering design students and an exploration of why those design fixation
effects occur through eye tracking. Specifically, the research questions were as follows:
RQ1: Can the creativity of design ideas be predicted by how much student designers fixate on an
example product? It was hypothesized that the total number of uniquely reused parts, a measure of design
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fixation, of the example product that showed up in the student designer’s ideas would be significantly
related to the creativity of ideas in that more reuse of parts would result in an increase of creativity and
that the analogical distance of the product would impact this. This was hypothesized since Sio and
Kotovsky [10] found that fixations can increase quality and novelty in idea generation and since prior
work has shown that dissecting analogically-far products can bring about increases in design novelty [27].
In addition, both product dissection and design by analogy on their own have been shown to increase the
creativity of a designer’s idea set [14-19, 21].
RQ2: Does the type of product dissected impact how much design fixation is experienced in idea
generation? It was hypothesized that those who dissected analogically near products would reuse the most
parts because their features are easier to mentally access in their design set [19]. It was also hypothesized
that the complexity of the product would impact how much the designer reused parts in their ideas in that
the simple products would solicit increased reuse because the ability to transfer knowledge could be
dependent on the level of initial learning [28], which is more difficult in complex tasks.
RQ3: Do eye fixations on the example product impact the extent of design fixation experienced
in idea generation? It was hypothesized that average eye fixation duration would be significantly related
to the total number of uniquely reused parts, where the parts that experienced more eye fixations would
result in increased reuses of that part during idea generation. This is because prior work has found a
connection between eye fixations and unconscious thought, or where attention is being directed [24, 25].
RQ4: Does the type of example product dissected impact the designer’s eye fixations? It was
hypothesized that the longest average eye fixation durations would be on products that were analogically
near to the existing product solution of the design problem and would not differ between complexities.
This is because the features of analogically near products are easier to mentally access in the design set
[19], and the participants were given the design problem prompt before they interact with the example
product in this study, so their main focus could be directed on more closely related features. Those
features were predicted to be such an overwhelmingly large source of attention, that complexity would be
an insignificant factor when looking at eye fixations.
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1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis analyzed the details of a study where students created ideas for a given design
problem after completing a physical product dissection of an analogically distant product to answer the
research questions of this thesis. Chapter 2 includes literature reviews that provided background
information on design fixation, eye tracking, design-by-analogy, and product dissection. Chapter 3
presents an in-depth description of how the experiment was conducted and explanations for how the
procedure was conducted. Chapter 4 goes over the results of the study. Chapter 5 discusses the main
findings of the study and how well they answered the research questions, as well as explores potential
future work that could further the findings of this thesis. Chapter 6 illustrates the conclusions made based
upon the work and results of this thesis.
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review
This section offers background research that provided a familiarity with investigations and studies
conducted in the fields of design fixation, design by analogy, product dissection and eye tracking. This
research introduced the room for exploration of the topics that this thesis has covered.

2.1 Design Fixation
The goal of this thesis was to examine the potential design fixation has to facilitate creativity as
well as fully understand its origins, so familiarity with prior work on design fixation was needed as a
foundation to identify the gaps in research. In an investigation of how engineers can be more innovative
for current problems today, experts have noticed that one of the greatest restrictions in engineering design
is design fixation and its effects on the productivity and flexibility in idea generation [29]. The first study
to examine design fixation was done by Jansson and Smith [2], who defined design fixation as a blind
attachment to concepts that limit a designer’s ability to create new ideas. Prior works observing design
fixation often follow the study format of Jansson and Smith [2] where participants were given a design
problem as well as an example solution and then asked to design their own solution. Design fixation was
then measured in the amount of times the participants reused ideas or parts of ideas. Some studies provide
examples that were explicitly identified as ‘bad’ and therefore resulted in ‘bad’ design fixation where
their design set has been limited [2, 3, 5, 8, 30, 31]. Design fixation has been shown to have such a strong
effect that designers reused features of existing designs even when problematic characteristics of the
example solution were explicitly identified to the designer [8].
However, research has also shown that designers do not only fixate when given ‘bad’ examples.
For instance, one study provided both novel example solutions and solutions that partially solved the
problem, finding that designers fixated more and had less categories of ideas than those who were not
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given examples [29]. In addition, research has also demonstrated that showing designers positive
examples before idea generation can still result in fewer designs with less variety [10]. Thus, it is believed
that design fixation hinders innovative idea generation because any new concepts created by the designer
will be too closely connected to the example solution in their network of memory [31, 32]. While there is
a wealth of work showing that design fixation exists, there is a lack of research exploring whether the
ideas resulting from design fixation are always ‘bad’ and whether that limitation could be used to focus a
design set in a beneficial manner.
There has been a great deal of research focused on methods of mitigation to reduce the limitation
effects of design fixation. For example, studies have shown that prototyping can reduce fixation effects
and help designers develop more creative ideas than in less interactive environments such as pictures,
sketches and text [1, 31, 33]. Other methods of mitigating the effects of design fixation include
implementing short rest periods, exposing designers to familiar solutions and using computational models
[34-37]. In addition, while design fixation has been shown to affect both novices and experts, mitigation
methods have been shown to have a greater effect on experts [38, 39]. However, research in design
fixation mitigation does not reveal why design fixation occurs and if design fixation can be used to
generate creative ideas.
Oftentimes, design fixation studies measure the success of ideas by recording the number of
categories of ideas, reflecting a better variety of novel ideas [31]. However, an analysis by Sio et al.
showed that fixations to example solutions can increase the level of quality and novelty in idea generation
[10]. They attribute this to be a result of “attention allocation,” which help designers focus and narrow
their search for solution so that designers can look further into the example’s domain of the design space
[10]. So, when designers unconsciously reuse aspects of another product, it does not necessarily mean that
it will always be a bad outcome [11, 12].
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2.2 Analogical Distance
Although design fixation research often provides ‘bad’ example solutions as a basis for fixation,
examples have proven to be beneficial in engineering design through methods such as design by analogy.
For example, research has shown that designers can benefit from looking at an analogically distant
example rather than a direct solution to the design problem [40] due to the analogical reasoning required
which can bring out a designer’s creativity [41]. Designers can use analogical reasoning to create better
ideas by reusing features of an example for a different design problem. For example, Chan et al. [14]
showed that novelty and variety of ideas increased when exposed to analogically-far examples. They
attributed this positive impact to the reuse of example features [14]. In addition, while design fixation
studies present example solutions that directly solve the problem statement, showing designers more
uncommon and indirectly related examples in design by analogy looks to provide a foundation from
which a designer can use to create better ideas [10].
When using analogies in design, “knowledge from one domain (the base) into another (the target)
conveys that a system of relations that holds among the base objects also holds among the target objects”
([42], p. 3). Even though analogically near products are easier to access in a designers mind, studies have
shown that analogically far products help designers create more novel ideas [16, 17, 19]. Much prior work
on design by analogy has shown that using analogies can increase the overall creativity of the design
space [14-19]. Perhaps using examples of a certain analogical distance from the solution of the design
problem can provoke a reuse of features in a manner that helps generate more creative ideas resulting in
‘good’ design fixation.
There is very little research that has looked at design by analogy with respect to design fixation.
Past research demonstrated that analogically far example solutions can assist in mitigating fixation effects
[16, 43]. In addition, it has been found that analogies from domains that are too close to the actual design
problem can result in design fixation [7, 44]. However, while previous research has investigated the
relationship between analogical distance and design novelty finding that interacting with analogically far
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products positively impacts design novelty [14, 15], these studies have not investigated why these
analogically far products are positively impacting the novelty. Perhaps the reason for this is reuse of
components from far field examples, which as a result helps narrow the design space to one that is related
yet far enough for the designer to be creative. Reuse has the potential to result in ‘good’ ideas when it
comes from an analogically distant example rather than an example solution to the same design problem.
Looking at what designers reuse from these examples could provide insight into why design-by-analogy
can increase creativity.

2.3 Product Dissection
One type of designer product interaction that has been investigated for its potential to impact
design fixation during idea generation is product dissection or the systematic disassembly of a product
used to understand each of its components. It has been proven to be a valuable tool in the engineering
design classroom, where it helps inspire new ideas. The benefits of product dissection include
understanding how the product works and prompting ideas for redesign [21, 27, 45]. The hands on
approach of physical product dissection not only provides insight into industry work [46], but it also has
been shown to help students during idea generation [47, 48]. This may be due to the fact that dissection
helps students connect ideas to theoretical concepts they have learned which can serve as a basis for
design [49, 50].
While not directly investigating fixation, there has been research investigating the relationship
between the product dissected and the creativity of ideas generated after dissection [21, 22, 27, 48, 51,
52]. Specifically, several studies have investigated analogical distance with varying results. One
exploratory study found that an analogically far product elicited more novel ideas than an analogically
near product. [27]. Interestingly, this study looked at an example solution as the analogically near
product, which could be considered a literal copy, rather than an analogically near product. The next
exploratory study considered the analogically far product of the first study to in fact be analogically near,
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and found that in combination with complexity, students that dissected simple and analogically far
products resulted in increased creativity [53]. In a larger follow up study, results revealed that there were
no differences in novelty or quality of ideas between the analogical distance and complexity of products
dissected before ideation [22]. While these studies indicated differences in creativity outcomes for
different analogically distant products, prior results highlighted that when compared to other interactions,
product dissection can provide positive creative outcomes [21]. This emphasizes that dissection may
allow for a deeper examination of the design space that the product exists in [54], something that is hoped
to be achieved in conjunction with design fixation. While product dissection has been shown to improve
the design process and increase creativity during the idea generation process, little research has
investigated if these improvements were due to the reuse of parts from the dissected products, a measure
of design fixation.
There has, however, been significant work investigating product dissection as a means to mitigate
fixation [33, 54]. Specifically, Toh et al. [54] investigated how product dissection impacted design
fixation in a group setting and found that students who were more active in the dissection were less
fixated during the idea generation task and developed more ideas. These results are consistent with other
studies that have shown that individuals who worked in a physical, 3D environment, were less fixated and
produced more creative ideas than those who worked in 2D environments such as pictures, sketches and
text [1, 31, 33]. In contrast, one study found that exposing designers to physical examples resulted in
higher fixation than showing them pictorial examples [31]. While the previous research in product
dissection has found that fixation can be mitigated with dissection in a team setting [33, 54], the results
also indicated that personality traits impacted how students interacted with the product during a team
dissection, and that this interaction impacted their level of fixation. What we do not know is how
individual dissection and the way an individual interacts with the parts during dissection impact this
fixation, or how fixation is related to creative idea generation. With the knowledge that both design by
analogy and product dissection have the abilities to increase creativity through reuse of features and
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interaction with examples, this thesis investigated how these methods are promoting ‘good’ ideas and if it
is through ‘good’ design fixation.

2.4 Eye Tracking
Eye tracking equipment and software have given researchers the chance to fully understand
reasons behind observed patterns and unconscious thought. Eye tracking can be used in a large variety of
areas to further understand what people are paying attention to [55], and demonstrate the amount of
mental processing in someone’s gazes [56]. Since design fixation has been defined as an “unconscious
adherence” to ideas [2] and is not something designers are aware of in their work, one way to measure it
is by tracking a designer’s unconscious thought through eye tracking [24, 25]. Eye tracking information
can be substantial since what a designer focuses their attention on can indicate which items in their point
of views are being stored into memory, the beginning stages of design fixation [30, 57]. Furthermore, the
relationship between a designer’s cognitive process and their eyes is significant as research shows that
people still direct a certain amount of focus on items they believe to be irrelevant [30, 58]. Perhaps what a
designer finds to be irrelevant is what they are unconsciously fixating on and reusing during idea
generation.
Eye movements are indicative of someone’s attention and how someone is absorbing information
from visual sources. These eye movements are often measured in eye fixations, which can indicate
attentional shifts through fixation counts and durations in eye tracking technology [59]. The number of
fixation counts on an Area of Interest (AOI) demonstrates the extent of the effort that the participant
exerts to concentrate on that AOI [59, 60]. Fixation durations can denote how long a participant is
processing a piece of visual information also indicating the extent of attention given to an AOI [59, 61].
However, it should be noted that fixation durations are longer for more dynamic stimuli rather than static
[62]. Specifically, research that has been conducted using the Tobii Pro Glasses 2 eye tracker includes
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that conducted by Poole and Ball who used fixation count and durations as metrics of unconscious
thought as well [63].
Often used to quantify unconscious efforts, eye tracking can reflect a great deal about the source
of a participant’s attention [25]. An application of eye tracking in a design fixation study could reveal
important information as to why that unconscious thought occurs. Research focusing on memory has
connected the locus of attention during a task to what is being encoded into memory [26] indicating that
eye tracking can provide information about what people are storing in memory. This motivates the
question of how the time spent investigating a part during product dissection is related to the level of
unconscious or conscious design reuse of that part during idea generation. One study that has used eye
tracking to study design fixation was conducted by Smith et al., but results showed that eye movements
did not predict the designers’ eye fixations [30]. More research into using eye tracking as a tool and eye
movements as a metric in design fixation is needed to understand a designer’s reasons for reusing parts
from another existing product.
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Chapter 3 : Methodology
In order to answer the research questions posited in this thesis, a study was conducted with
sixteen junior-year or senior-year mechanical or industrial engineering students, each of whom completed
a full physical product dissection while wearing Tobii Pro Glasses 2 and immediately after generated
ideas for a design problem. The following subsections of this chapter will present the methodological
procedures completed in this study.

3.1 Participants
Participants were sought out for this study by sending out an informative email of the tasks in the
study to several large groups of mechanical and industrial engineering students from The Pennsylvania
State University with at least four semesters of undergraduate education. Ensuring that the participants
were juniors or seniors was done to minimize individual differences based on variation in educational
background and design training. All participants of this study volunteered for the task, and in the end 16
participants were gathered for the study. Of these 16 participants, nine were male and seven were female,
eight majored in industrial engineering and eight majored in mechanical engineering, three were in their
junior year and 13 were in their senior year. Before each of the participants began their tasks, they were
made aware of the tasks at hand and compensated $15 for two hours of their time.

3.2 Procedure
The experiment began with reading over the Institutional Review Board (IRB) document with the
participant which informed them of the purpose of the study and the circumstances of their tasks. The
participant signed the IRB to provide their informed consent of participation in this study and then given
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$15 compensation. The participants were next introduced to the design problem for which they are to
come up with ideas following the product dissection activity. The following prompt was read aloud to the
participants:
“Upper management has put your team in charge of developing a concept for a
new innovative product that froths milk in a short amount of time.
Frothed milk is a pourable, virtually liquid foam that tastes rich and sweet. It is an
ingredient in many coffee beverages, especially espresso-based coffee drinks (Lattes,
Cappuccinos, Mochas). Frothed milk is made by incorporating very small air bubbles
throughout the entire body of the milk through some form of vigorous motion. The design
you develop should be able to be used by the consumer with minimal instruction.”
This design task was selected because previous pilot testing confirmed that engineering students
have an equal familiarity with the product and were able to come up with viable solutions in a short
amount of time [64]. In addition, undergraduate engineering academic courses typically use design tasks
which require students to (re)design small, electro-mechanical consumer products that are equally
familiar, or unfamiliar, to the students [65, 66]. Thus, this study used a similar protocol.
The eye tracking Tobii Pro Glasses 2 (see Figure 1) were then fitted onto the participant’s head
then calibrated according to the participant’s eyes. Next, participants were randomly assigned to one of
four experimental conditions in the 2 (analogical distance) × 2 (product complexity) factorial design
experiment (see Experimental Design section for details). The participants were then introduced to the
purpose of the product dissection activity and were read aloud the following:
“Product dissection is often done in industry and academia to uncover
opportunities for re-design. Designers take apart and analyze all components of a
product to understand its structure and properties, and thus, find ways to improve the
product. Therefore, the goal of dissection is to improve the functionality, maintainability,
and reliability of a product through the examination, study, capture, and modification of
existing products.
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During this activity, you will perform a product dissection on the provided
product by taking it apart and analyzing the function of each component. Your goal is to
understand strengths and weaknesses of the product in order to develop new innovative
concepts that satisfy the design goal.”

Figure 1. Tobii Pro Glasses 2 being fitted on student

Once seated at the desk, they were given their product as well as their product-specific physical
dissection instruction sheets, which reiterated in more detail the instructions read aloud to the participants.
These instruction sheets can be found in Appendix A. Finally, the participant was given 30 minutes to
complete their physical product dissection task using tools such as screwdrivers and pliers. Specifically,
for this 30-minute period, they were asked to take apart the product until they could not take it apart
anymore, analyze the function of each component, create a functional layout diagram, and fill out a bill of
materials. The bill of materials provided to participants is provided in Appendix B. The functional layout
diagram was to include a drawing of each part of the product, the part name, and a short description of the
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part’s function. An example can be found in Figure 2. This diagram is usually completed following a
dissection in engineering design [67], however it was desired to collect their eye movements during
dissection when the participants were interacting with the parts. The bill of materials lists were specific to
the participant’s assigned dissected product, and those lists can be found in Appendix B. Participants were
also instructed to use the full 30 minutes allotted for the dissection activity and to continue adding detail
to their functional layout diagram until the activity ended.
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Figure 2. Example of a functional layout diagram completed after the dissection of a white-out tape dispense
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Following the product dissection activity, participants completed a 20-minute idea generation
activity for the task described above. The participants were given a written description of the design
prompt that was previously read aloud to them, which can be found in Appendix C. It asked the
participant to create several product solutions that will create frothed milk efficiently. They were to
document these ideas by writing brief descriptions and drawing their design ideas throughout a 20-minute
period. Each idea was recorded on its own sheet of paper like shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example solution for design prompt created during idea generation

3.3 Experimental Design
During the study, 4 nerf guns, 4 correction tape dispensers, 4 hand mixers, and 4 toothbrushes
were dissected physically. These four products were chosen for a 2 (analogical distance) × 2 (product
complexity) factorial study design, with participants randomly assigned to a condition before the study.
The four products were used to represent the combinations of the two levels of product analogical
distance and two levels of product complexity. Products were chosen from a set of ten possible products
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through a series of surveys with quasi-expert raters. For more details about the products chosen for
dissection in this study see [22].
The analogical distance was defined by the product’s power source. Eight participants were given
an analogically near product that was electrically powered, while the other eight participants were given
an analogically far product that was manually powered. A pilot study was previously conducted with ten
engineering students to determine analogical distance of ten different products [64]. Each student rated
their perceived analogical distance of the products on a survey on a 5-point Likert scale that spanned
between “very dissimilar” to “very similar” in the three different dimensions of general appearance,
mechanical movement and use. This was based off of pictures and descriptions provided for the ten
products (e.g. French press, electric drill, spray bottle, etc.). This study was interested in the pairwise
comparisons between the milk frother and the other nine products. The two products chosen to be
analogically near (electric) were the battery powered Oral-B 3D white power Toothbrush with 16 parts
and the Proctor Silex Durable Easy Mix Mixer (Model: 62509RY) with 23 parts. The two analogically far
products (mechanical) were the Tombow Mono correction Tape hybrid style with 9 parts and the Sharp
Shot Nerf Gun (Model 38123) with 17 parts. The products were also chosen because of the different ways
of powering the device as well: manual and electric power.
The same pilot study defined the difference of complexities for the products dissected as well.
The perceived complexity was determined in the pilot study with another 5-point Likert scale survey for
each of the team products and the scale ranged from “very low in complexity” to “very high complexity”.
The two products of low complexity (simple) were the electric toothbrush and the correction tape
dispenser, while the two products of high complexity (complex) were the hand mixer and the Nerf dart
gun. The factorial design of the experiment can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1. 2 (Analogical Distance) x 2 (Complexity) Factorial Design

Complexity
Simple
Oral-B 3D white power Toothbrush
(battery operated)

Complex
Proctor Silex Durable Easy Mix Mixer
(Model: 62509RY)

Near

Analogical
Distance

16 parts
Tombow Mono Correction Tape
hybrid style

23 parts
Sharp Shoot Nerf Gun
(Model: 38123)

9 parts

17 parts

Far

3.4 Metrics and Data Analysis
The following sections describe how data was collected and how the metrics were chosen for this
study. These metrics were used to understand how the product’s analogical distance and complexity
impacted what designers were reusing in their generated ideas and whether or not those reuses were
related to what parts students were looking at during their product dissection activity. Additionally, this
thesis used these metrics to examine the effects of reuse on the creativity of their ideas.

3.4.1 Idea Generation – Design Fixation
Each idea was rated for the number of reuses of each part, including reuses of only surface
features, reuses of only functional features, and reuses of both the surface and functional features of the
same part. These reuses were totaled for each participant. The two metrics used to measure design
fixation were Total Unique Reuses of Interior Parts and Total Unique Reuses of Exterior Parts. The
following describes how this data was collected and why these metrics were chosen. Measuring the
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amount of design fixation experienced during ideation is very important. Previous studies that
investigated design fixation focused only on their fixations of either surface features or functional features
rather than both simultaneously, however it was not necessary for the nature of their studies. In studies
where participants were asked to design a product and were given an example, often the metric used for
design fixation is the number of times participants used the same operational function for their design
rather than a metric for surface features [5, 38]. For example, Viswanathan et al. asked students to design
products that shell peanuts and gave participants an example sketch of a gas powered press, and their
metric for design fixation was the percentage of ideas that included a gas engine, a functional feature [38].
Others studies, like the poster design study conducted by Bellows et al. and Smith et al., only observe the
number of times surface features of the visual example showed up in the participant’s idea generation
when measuring design fixation [30, 34]. However, in the study presented in this thesis, both the surface
and functional features of every part of each product were identified and considered in the metrics for
design fixations.
In addition, because participants directly interacted with their products during a physical product
dissection, they were likely to reuse different aspects of a component. Participants could reuse ‘surface’
features of a part from their dissected product. These surface features in this experiment were defined as
those that were similarly shaped or struck a resemblance to the physical appearance of a part in the
product they were dissecting. Participants could also reuse the ‘functional’ features of a part from their
dissected product. These functional features were considered those that related to the part’s purpose or the
manner in which it operated to reach a product’s goal.
Recognizing the differences between surface and functional features reused in idea generation is
important. The participant could have reused only the surface feature of a part, but not the functional
feature of that part. However, that is still something that they reused from the product that they dissected
and should not be discounted simply because it was not a complete reuse of the part. In Figure 4, the
participant who generated this idea dissected the Nerf Gun product, which includes a spring part whose
functional use is to compress in order to load a dart, however, this participant used something that looks
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like a spring to mix the milk in their design, which is not the functionality of a spring. This was
considered a surface feature only reuse. Likewise, participants could have reused only the functional
feature of a part, but not the surface feature of that part. An example of this can be found in Figure 5,
where the participant draws a box labeled “motor” and the arrow indicated that it creates rotational
movement like that of the motor seen in the participant’s dissected hand mixer product. This would be
considered a functional feature only reuse. Finally, participants could have also reused both the surface
and functional features of the part, a direct copy of the part, in their product designs. In Figure 6, the
participant reused the shaft from the electric toothbrush product that they dissected for both of its surface
and functional features. It included the long shaft from the toothbrush and had the same function as the
shaft of translating rotational movement from a power source to the liquid, where the power source in this
case a person’s feet.

Figure 4. Example of the reuse of only the surface feature of a spring part from the Nerf Gun product dissected by the
participant
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Figure 5. Example of the reuse of only the functional feature of the motor part from the hand mixer product dissected by
the participant

Figure 6. Example of the reuse of both the surface and functional features of the shaft part from the electric toothbrush
product dissected by the participant

Each of the products’ parts’ surface and functional features were identified, and the number times
each participant reused either only the surface feature, only the functional feature, or both features of each
part in the product solutions was recorded by raters. Both raters were completely familiar with all parts of
all four products and therefore were able to recognize these surface and functional features depicted in the
participants’ designs. The inter-rater reliability between two raters was calculated using the Weight Kappa
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procedure in IBM’s SPSS statistical software and the Cohen’s Kappa score result was 0.81, which is
within a “very good” range of inter-rater reliability [68]. Additionally, a previous study that investigated
design fixation with respect to physical product dissection of an electric toothbrush, a product that was
also dissected in this study, looked at the differences between visual inspection and physical product
dissection of the product [54]. In visual inspection, the participant can only see the exterior parts of the
product, however in physical product dissection the participant can interact with all parts including the
interior ones. Since the participants of this study all physically dissected their product, each part and
therefore the types of reuse were categorized into interior and exterior.
The two metrics that were used to help measure the extent of design fixation experienced by a
participant were: Total Unique Reuses of Interior Parts and Total Unique Reuses of Exterior Parts. The
first metric is the number of times that a participant used one of the interior parts of their dissected
product whether that reuse be of only surface features, only functional features, or both surface and
functional features of a part. The second metric is the same as the first except for exterior parts. The
exterior parts of a product are those that can only be seen by the participant if they were only observing
the product visually and could not take it apart, and the interior parts are those that are not exterior parts.
These reuses were considered ‘unique’ because participants created multiple ideas and therefore could
have used the same part twice, however counting the number of unique reuses ensures that the part was
only counted once.

3.4.2 Idea Generation – Creativity
Ideas were considered creative if they are both useful and novel [69, 70]. In order to assess the
level of creativity of each participant’s ideas, two experts independently rated each of them according to
the CAT (Consensual Assessment Technique) rating system [71]. Each idea was rated on a scale of 1 to 6
for Creativity, Uniqueness, and Usefulness. Specifically, each idea received three ratings between 1 (low
creativity, uniqueness, or usefulness) and 6 (high creativity, uniqueness, or usefulness). The inter-rater
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reliabilities of the two expert raters were tested with an interclass correlation coefficient of Cronbach’s
Alpha, which resulted in high agreements of 0.753, 0.834, and 0.771, respectively, for Creativity,
Uniqueness, and Usefulness. So, the first metric used to measure creativity in this study is the Creativity
rating, which is a measurement of overall creativity for each of the ideas created during idea generation,
where the raters considered novelty, quality and elegance together. The second metric used to measure
creativity is the Uniqueness rating, where the raters considered both originality and novelty of the idea.
The third and last metric used to measure creativity is the Usefulness rating, where raters considered
quality in the idea. Ratings between the two raters were averaged together for each idea and used for data
analysis.

3.4.3 Product Dissection – Eye Fixations
The metric used to measure eye movements in thesis was Average Fixation Duration for interior
or exterior parts. The following describes how the eye tracking data was collected, what this eye
movement measurement is and why it was chosen. In order to obtain the fixation duration for internal or
external parts the Tobii Pro Glasses 2 eye tracker data, the Tobii Pro Lab software was used to code
which area of interest (AOI) a participant was looking at during any point in the dissection task. This
software allows a human coder to map a data point to a “snapshot” (or picture) of the AOIs. The AOIs on
the snapshot determined where participants were looking during their dissection activity. Figure 7 shows
the snapshot for the Nerf Gun (analogically far, complex) dissection activity and a map of its AOIs. While
the AOIs were mapped onto individual parts, they were later aggregated as either internal or external
parts. When mapping data points onto the AOIs, there were two choices: raw gaze points and fixation
points, and this study analyzed fixations points for reasons discussed below.
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Figure 7. AOIs for the parts of the Nerf Gun product are shown on the left and the full snapshot is shown on the right

The Tobii Pro Lab Analyzer software includes two options: manually coding eye fixation data by
matching each individual fixation to the corresponding product part in the snapshot or automatically
coding onto a snapshot. One challenge with using the automatic coding was that the software required
that the objects in the participant’s point of view be still, otherwise the software cannot recognize the
fixation with respect to the corresponding component on the snapshot. Since the participants in this
particular study were moving around objects in their product dissection activity, their fixations could not
be automatically coded, and thus the analysis was done through manual coding.
In addition to selecting the method of coding, there are also different “filters” under which the
fixations can be coded. The two filters in the Tobii Pro Lab Analyzer software that were examined for this
particular study were “Raw Gaze” and “Fixation”. The Raw Gaze filter plotted eye movement data taken
from the Tobii Pro Glasses 2 for all eye movements, and the data was recorded every 20 ms. Each
participant’s dissection recording last for 30 minutes each, so a coder would be required to map about
90,000 data points per dissection. Manual coding of this data for all 16 participants would total to around
400 hours, making this an infeasible task to complete. However, the Fixation filter resulted in about 2 or 3
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fixations per second since the filter extrapolated the gaze data into fixations and groups them together if
the data showed that the eyes were focusing on same part, making it a more feasible task to manually
code the eye movements onto snapshots. Tobii does this through the adjustment of these settings: Noise
Reduction, Window Length, Threshold, Maximum Time Between Fixation, Max Angle Between
Fixations and Minimum Fixation Duration. For the Fixation filter, their respective values are: Median
Level 3, 20 ms, 30 degrees per second, 75 seconds, 0.5 degrees, and 60 ms. However, according to the
Tobii’s software, the Fixation filter is most appropriate for the situation in which the object(s) the
participant is fixating on is stable and non-mobile and the participant’s head is either stable or moving. An
example of this situation would be a participant looking at a computer screen. In this study, the
participants were taking apart a physical product, looking at the individual components and moving them
around in their hands while moving their head around rather than observing a still image. Therefore, the
Fixation filter was not appropriate for coding this eye tracking study because the objects they were
looking at were being moved around. Since the Raw Gaze filter also required an inordinate amount of
time to manually code, this was also eliminated as an option for this study.
While the built-in fixation filter was only tested and shown to be accurate under situations where
the objects a participant looks at were stationary, the Tobii Pro Lab software allows the user to create
custom fixation filters for their use case. The goal with this feature in this study was to create a
customized fixation filter that coded the fixations as similarly as possible as the Raw Gaze filter did since
the Raw Gaze filter recorded all eye movements and therefore has the most accurate representation of
what is looked at during dissection. The three settings that were examined in the Fixation filter were
Noise Reduction, Window Length and Velocity Threshold, since these were the three most emphasized
settings in a paper that Tobii published explaining how the default settings of the Fixation filter were
chosen [72]. Tobii’s paper studied Window Lengths of 10 and 20 ms, so these were the two levels
examined for the Window Length setting [72]. However, Tobii’s paper studied a Velocity Threshold
range from 10 to 80 degrees per second in 10 unit intervals, levels of 5, 20, 40, and 60 degrees/sec were
examined for the Velocity Threshold setting [72]. Ten customized Fixation filters were created using ten
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different combinations of the different allocated levels of these settings. The same three-minute portion of
a video recording from the study was also manually coded under ten different customized fixation filters
using the Raw Gaze filter (9,000 raw daze data points). The number of AOI hits were extracted from
Tobii Pro Lab for each of the ten-customized fixation were compared to the AOI hits of the Raw Gaze
filter. The inter-rater reliability between the Raw Gaze filter and each of the customized Fixation filters
was calculated and compared using Cohen’s kappa scores. The results can be seen in Table 2. To further
narrow down the most accurate customized Fixation filter, the same ten-minute portion of video was
coded in the Raw Gaze filter (30,000 raw gaze data points), and then in each of the top three customized
Fixation filters with the highest Cohen’s Kappa scores (Fixation Filters 2, 8, and 10 from Table 2). Again,
the data was extracted and compared for inter-rater reliability. The results are shown in Table 3. The best
Cohen’s kappa score was 0.693 for Fixation filter 2, falling in the range of a “good” strength of agreement
[68], so this customized fixation filter was used for data analysis in this thesis.

Table 2. Cohen's Kappa scores for each custom fixation filter when tested against three minutes of raw data

Fixation Filter

Noise Reduction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

None
Median Level 3
Median Level 3
None
Median Level 3
None
Median Level 3
Median Level 3
Median Level 3
Median Level 3

Window Length
(ms)
10
10
20
20
10
10
10
10
20
20

Threshold
(Degrees /second)
20
40
20
40
20
40
5
60
5
60

Cohen’s
Kappa Score
0.588
0.687
0.622
0.656
0.612
0.664
0.367
0.687
0.363
0.680

Table 3. Cohen's Kappa scores for each custom fixation filter when tested against ten minutes of raw data

Fixation Filter
2
8
10

Cohen’s Kappa Score
0.693
0.689
0.686
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Research has shown that the locus of attention is connected to what is being encoded to memory,
so eye tracking metrics were used to measure the unconscious thought of design fixation [26]. Prior
research using eye tracking looked at how frequently and how long an individual fixated on a particular
area [30]. Poole and Ball used the following measurements in an eye tracking study, which also used
Tobii eye tracking glasses [24]. Number of eye fixations for AOI is a measure of the total number of
times that a participant fixates on a particular component of the product. Eye fixation duration for AOI is
a measure of the total time spent fixating on a particular component of the product. The eye fixation
metric used in this study and calculated for each participant was Average Fixation Duration for interior
or external parts. This is a measure of the average length of an eye fixation. It encompasses both eye
movement measurements discussed above and was calculated as:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑦𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑦𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡
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Chapter 4 : Results
Once the data was collected for the reuse of parts, creativity ratings, and eye tracking data, they
were statistically analyzed to discover the relationships between creativity, design fixation and eye
movements. During the study, 4 student designers completed a physical product dissection of each of the
following products: nerf gun, white-out tape dispenser, hand mixer, and electric toothbrush. On average
students developed a mean of 6.765 ideas with a standard deviation of 2.463 ideas during their 20-minute
idea generation activity and uniquely reused a mean of 2.882 parts with a standard deviation of 1.996
parts. This chapter outlines the results with reference to the hypotheses to the four research questions
using SPSS version 25 and a significance level of 0.05.

4.1 Research Question 1 – Reuse and Creativity
The first research question was developed to identify if the creativity of a participant’s design
ideas could be predicted by how much they reused components of their dissected product. It was
hypothesized that the number of parts reused in the design ideas from the dissected product would be
significantly related to the creativity of the ideas the participant generated since Sio et al. [10] found that
fixations can increase quality and novelty in idea generation. To answer this question, three regression
analyses were conducted, one for each of the following creativity measures as dependent variables:
creativity, uniqueness, and usefulness. In all three linear regressions, analogical distance and complexity
were included in the first block of independent variables in order to account for any variations in
creativity due to one of the other factors, and not to the amount of reuse. The second block for each of
these regressions had the independent variable total unique reuse. A linear regression analysis was chosen
because both the dependent variables and independent variables are continuous.
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The results showed that total unique reuse statistically significantly predicted creativity,
F(1,i13)i=i4.085, p = .030. Its unstandardized B coefficient was .172 making it a positive linear
relationship (p = .050) between total unique reuse and creativity, therefore an increase in a participant’s
total unique reuse was related to an increase in a participant’s creativity. Equation 1 reflects the full linear
equation defining the statistically significant relationship between creativity and total unique reuse. Total
unique reuse also statistically significantly predicted usefulness as well, F(1, 13) = 4.538, p = .022. The
unstandardized B coefficient was .244 also making it a statistically significant positive linear relationship
(p = .016) between total unique reuse and usefulness, so a participant’s total unique reuse was related to
an increase in a participant’s usefulness. Equation 2 reflects the full linear equation defining the
statistically significant relationship between usefulness and total unique reuse. However, reuse did not
statistically significantly predict uniqueness, F(3, 13) = 0.928, p = .455. These results showed that total
unique reuse can predict increases in a student designer’s creativity and usefulness and that they have a
positive relationship. This indicated that student designers were overall more creative in their idea
generation when reusing parts, whether they were internal or external parts of a product, through the
dissection activity and supported the idea that there can be ‘good’ fixations.
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0.172 ∗ (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑒) + 2.990

(Equation 1)

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 0.244 ∗ (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑒) + 3.135

(Equation 2)

4.2 Research Question 2 – Product Type and Reuse
The second research question was developed to identify if the analogical distance or complexity
of the dissected product impacted the total amount of reused parts that appeared in the generated ideas?
Specifically, it was hypothesized that products that were analogically near would solicit the most reuse
from student designers since they are easier to access [19], and that complexity would impact reuse
because the ability to transfer knowledge may be dependent on the level of initial learning [28], which is
more difficult with more complex tasks. To determine the impact of differences in product type during a
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physical product dissection on design fixation, the study looked at the effect of analogical distance and
complexity on interior and exterior part unique reuses. One three-way ANOVA analysis was conducted
where the dependent variable was total unique reuse and the fixed factor independent binary variables
were part type, analogical distance, and complexity.
Prior to conducting the analysis, assumptions were checked. An inspection of boxplots showed
that there were no outliers. The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that there was not a normal distribution of
residuals for all combinations, where only one of the eight combinations did not show normal distribution
and p < 0.05. The one combination of factors that did not result in normal distribution (p = 0.012) was
external parts for an analogically far and complex product. However, because only one of the eight
combinations of independent factor did not reflect a normal distribution, it was determined that it would
not have a large effect on the results. The assumption of homogeneity of variances was violated according
to Levene’s test (p < .001), however no transformations were made since there were equal group sizes and
the test is robust to violations of homogeneity of variance in cases where group sizes are equal.
No statistically significant interaction effects were found for the three independent fixed factors.
The main effect for part type was statistically significant, F(1, 26) = 7.475, p = 0.011, partial η2 = .223,
showing that there was a significant difference between interior and exterior parts used in total unique
reuse. Specifically, internal parts were reused more often than external parts were reused (2.0000 
1.73205 and .8824  .69663, respectively). The main effect for analogical distance was also statistically
significant, F(1, 26) = 8.162, p = 0.008, partial η2 = .239, where those who dissected analogically near
products resulted in more total unique reuse than those who dissected analogically far products (2.0625 
1.73085 and .8889  .75840, respectively). There was no significant difference between simple and
complex products on total unique reuse, since the main effect for complexity was not statistically
significant. The results of this analysis indicated that participants were able to reuse more parts, and make
more connections with the analogically near products than they do with the analogically far products.
They also showed that participants reused more internal parts than external parts, meaning that they were
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making more than just surface level connections. These results supported the hypothesis that analogically
near products would solicit more reuse, but refuted the hypothesis that complexity would play a role in
reuse.

4.3 Research Question 3 – Eye Fixations and Reuse
The third research question was developed to identify if eye fixations during product dissection
impacted the total amount of reused parts that appeared in idea generation. It was hypothesized that
average eye fixation duration during dissection would be significantly related to the total number of parts
reused from the dissected product during idea generation since prior work has linked eye fixations with
unconscious thought [24, 25]. Because unconscious adherence, one type of fixation identified by
Youmans et al. [23], is not something that designers can recognize in their work, one way to measure this
unconscious adherence is by tracking a designer’s unconscious thought through eye tracking. Thus, to
answer this question, a linear regression analysis was conducted to discover if there is a relationship
between design fixation and eye fixations.
In order to see the relationship between total unique reuse and average fixation duration without
analogical distance significantly predicting reuse, a linear regression analysis was conducted. The
dependent variable was total unique reuse while the independent variable in the second block was
average fixation duration. The first block of independent variables included part type and analogical
distance so that the analysis removed the variance explained by those factors, since results for the second
research question found that part type and analogical distance were significant predictors of reuse.
However, the results showed that there was not a statistically significant relationship between total unique
reuse and average fixation duration, F(1, 28) = 1.251, p = 0.273, 2 = .043. More specifically, the results
demonstrated that average eye fixations cannot predict total unique reuse. According to this, there was
not a connection with the reuse of parts and eye fixations indicating that students may in fact be
consciously reusing parts from their dissection in their ideas, and therefore not unconsciously fixating.
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4.4 Research Question 4 – Product Type and Eye Fixation
The final research question was developed to determine the impact of product type on eye
fixations. Specifically, this study looked at the relationship between analogical distance and complexity
with average fixation durations on interior parts and exterior parts. It was hypothesized that those who
dissected the analogically near products would experience longer average eye fixation durations, but they
would not differ between complexities, since features of analogically near products are easier to mentally
access in the design set [19]. One three-way ANOVA analysis was conducted with the dependent variable
average fixation duration, and the three independent fixed factor binary variables were part type,
analogical distance, and complexity.
When looking at the assumptions of the three-way ANOVA, Levene’s test showed that there was
not homogeneity of variances when average fixation duration was based on the mean (p = .049), however
when based on the median with adjusted degrees of freedom then there was a homogeneity of variances
(p = .129). An inspection of the boxplots showed no outliers. The Shapiro-Wilk test determined that the
data was normally distributed (all p-values  .252). Therefore, all assumptions were satisfied. The
analysis showed that there was a statistically significant three-way interaction effect between PartType *
AnalogicalDistance * Complexity, F(1, 24) = 4.437, p = .046, partial η2 = .156. However, there were no
statistically significant two-way interactions. The only statistically significant main effect on average
fixation duration was complexity, F(1, 24) = 20.743, p < .001, partial η2 = .041, where those who
dissected simple products had a statistically significantly longer average fixation duration than those who
dissected complex products (.4705  .11209 and .3305  .06433, respectively). However, there was no
statistically significant main effects for part type or analogical distance. The analysis showed that
dissecting simple products resulted in longer average fixation duration, but there was no difference
between internal versus external average fixation durations. Since there was a statistically significant
three factor interaction, this potentially masked some individual effects explaining why no main effects
were found for part type or analogical distance and why no significant difference was found between
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internal and external average fixation durations. The results also indicated that student designers were
looking at simple products more often than complex products. However, the statistically significant threeway interaction effect showed that the effect of complexity on average fixation duration might also be
explained by changes in analogical distance and part type together.
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Chapter 5 : Discussion
The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the impact of design reuse on creativity, the impact
of eye fixations on design reuse, and the impact of dissecting products of different complexities and
analogical distance on design fixation. The main results of this thesis were as follows:


Participants developed ideas with statistically significant higher average creativity and usefulness
when they reused more unique parts from their dissected product.



Participants reused more after dissecting analogically near products than they did after dissecting
analogically far products.



Participants reused statistically significantly more interior parts than exterior parts.



Average eye fixation duration was not related to the total unique reuse of parts from the dissected
product.



Participants had statistically significantly longer average eye fixations when they dissected simple
products than when they dissected complex products.
When analyzing the relationship between reuse of parts from the designer’s dissection and

creativity, it was hypothesized for the first research question that the number of total unique reused parts
would be significantly related to the creativity of ideas since previous research by Sio et al. [10] found
that fixations can increase quality and novelty in idea generation. In addition, prior work has also shown
that dissecting analogically far products resulted in increased novelty in comparison to analogically near
products, but quality was not impacted by analogical distance [27].
The results were in agreement with the hypothesis, showing that the number of uniquely reused
parts from the product dissection during the idea generation task have a statistically significant positive
linear effect on the creativity and usefulness of the ideas developed by student designers. This supports
the idea that there can be ‘good’ fixations. However, the results were not significant for novelty, a third
measure used to determine the creativity of the participants’ ideas. This could be a result of natural
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variation found between student designers. However, results for creativity and usefulness agree with prior
work indicating that existing design solutions can serve as a ‘jumping off’ point and inspiration for
designers [13]. This is interesting because prior work has focused on the potential for design fixation [27], but has not indicated if this tendency towards fixation can be redirected to positively impact idea
generation. In addition, previous studies most often used direct and existing examples to the design
problem [1, 31, 33, 34, 38, 71], whereas this study gave designers products that were not solutions to the
given problem. Therefore, these results indicated that having example products that are not solutions to
the given problem may help improve creativity through reuse.
When the analysis was conducted, it was also shown that unique reuse’s impact on creativity and
usefulness differed statistically significantly by complexity, where those who dissected simple product
reused more and therefore had more creative and useful ideas. When controlling for analogical distance
and complexity, the creativity of the ideas developed by student designers was positively impacted by
increased unique number of parts reused by the participant. This revealed that the creativity of the ideas
developed by these student designers goes beyond the product that they are introduced to and requires
them to use the jumping off points they were imparted with for inspiration. Overall, this research question
showed that reuse of parts from dissected products positively impacts overall creativity and quality, but
that connections need to be made by the designers in order to fully take advantage of the benefits of
dissection.
It was hypothesized for the second research question that products that were analogically near
would solicit the most reuse from student designers since they are easier to access [19] and that those who
dissected products of simple complexity would also result in more reuse than those who dissected
complex products because the ability to transfer knowledge may be dependent on the level of initial
learning [28], which is more difficult with more complex tasks. The results partially supported the first
piece of this hypothesis, where the number of unique reuses was impacted by analogical distance, with
those dissecting analogically near products reusing parts more often than those dissecting analogically far
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products. However, our results refuted the second part of the hypothesis and showed that that complexity
did not impact reuse.
It was believed that this increased level of reuse was elicited when participants dissected
analogically near products since near field analogies are easier to access [19]. These results in conjunction
with the results to the first research question indicated that it is possible to provide examples that are
better for reuse, and therefore creativity, but that student designers must make the connections in order for
them to get the most out of their design interactions. This is an interesting result since most design
fixation studies found that providing ‘bad’ example solutions to the design problem results in ‘bad’ design
fixation, but these results support the idea that ‘good’ fixations can exist when given an analogically
distant example to the design problem. Interestingly, while the electric toothbrush, the analogically near
and simply product, dissected in this study was considered analogically near in this study, it was used as
an analogically far product in another study with the same milk frother design task [20]. This previous
study considered a milk frother the analogically near product, however this is a product that would be
considered a literal copy and therefore an example solution rather than a product of analogically near
distance to the design task. If a product is too near, or literally the same, as the target space, fixating on
the design may cause a limited solution space, while fixating on a design that is not in the same space as
the target space, but is also not too far can increase design novelty [14, 15]. Therefore, this study
demonstrated the importance of finding products of the right analogical distance from the example
solution to the design task.
It was also observed that the student designers reused more internal parts than external parts,
indicating that they could be more focused on how the functionality of the parts could apply to their own
design solutions for the design prompt rather than being fixated so much on the physical appearance that
their solutions look like the example. The reason for this is because internal parts tend to represent the
pieces of the product that have a primarily functional purpose, while external parts are mostly related to
the shape and appearance of the product. These results further reflected the usefulness for product
dissection’s unique property as a method that can provide insight into the internals of a product, much
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unlike showing examples through visual observant methods such as pictures, text descriptions, sketches,
etc. When the student designers showed that they reused more internal parts than external parts in their
designs, they demonstrated the full potential of product dissection. So, further research on design fixation
in conjunction with product dissection should be conducted. The physical interaction with the parts
helped designers fully understand the parts’ functionalities and therefore helped apply that part more
easily to solve the design problem. Understanding if it is simply being exposed to interior functionality or
if it is the physical interaction with the part that could be resulting in increased reuse is important. Future
works could explore virtual product dissection and if that has the same effects on creativity and reuse.
While analogical distance was an indicator of reuse, no changes in reuse were observed based on
the complexity of the product. It was expected to see students reusing more parts from the simple
products rather than the complex products because a student designer’s basis level of learning and
knowledge would make them more familiar with the simple products. Prior work showed that design
fixation is most prevalent when designers are presented with common ideas rather than original ideas
since participants are likely to be more familiar with features they see in their everyday life [7, 73, 74], so
that same familiarity could be significant in complexity of products. However, the results showed that
there was no difference between dissecting products of different complexities, refuting the hypothesis.
This could be because students might reuse more parts from the complex parts rather than the simple
products because there are more internal parts than external parts that could be used to inspire new ideas
for the design prompt based on how the product they were dissecting works. The range of complexity was
also limited to what could reasonably be dissected in a short amount of time, and therefore future work
should investigate how more complex products impact this interaction. While these results did not line up
with the hypothesis, they indicated that the complexity of the product does not matter as much as the
analogical distance, which allows for greater transfer of parts from one domain to another.
It was hypothesized for the third research question that average eye fixation duration would be
significantly related to the total number of unique reused parts in ideas developed during the idea
generation activity. The results refuted that hypothesis since there were no statistically significant
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relationships between average eye fixation durations of a specific part and unique reuses of that part in
idea generation. While these results refute our hypothesis, they are in line with prior research that found
that eye fixations could not predict design fixation in a poster redesign task [30]. One explanation for why
these two metrics were not related is that student designers may not be actually unconsciously fixating,
and rather consciously fixating and reusing parts of their dissected products during idea generation. Since
the design prompt was presented to the student designers before they were given the example solution to
interact with, they could have been consciously looking for features from the analogically distant products
to use in their design solutions knowing that they were not copying an existing solution to the problem.
Another reason why the relationship observed was not expected could be due to the metrics that were
utilized in this study. Perhaps instead of average fixation duration, other indicative eye tracking metrics
would be more accurate in predicting reuse such a number of short and long fixations, reflections of what
a student designer finds interesting [75]. Another possibility for future work is to explore other
measurements of eye movements besides eye fixations such as saccades, movements that exist between
fixations, as measurements of unconscious thought. Since saccades are more fleeting than fixations,
perhaps including those eye movements in analysis could increase the accuracy of eye movements
predicting reuse.
Finally, it was hypothesized for the fourth research question that the student designers’ eyes
would be most focused on products of analogically near products and not differ between complexities.
Since students were given the design prompt before the product dissection activity began, it was believed
that they would focus more if the product were analogically closer to the design prompt solution since
many studies look at the design fixations of an exact existing example solution [1, 31, 33, 34, 38, 71].
Therefore, the connections between the design prompt and an analogically near product would be realized
sooner than with an analogically far product. However, the results of this study refuted the hypothesis for
this research question because they showed that there are statistically significantly different average
fixation durations between product complexities but not between analogically near and far products,
although there is a statistically significant triple interaction effect between part type, analogical distance
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and complexity. The student designers eye fixated statistically significantly longer on simple products
than on complex products. Reasons for this could be because they found the functional concepts of the
simple products to be more familiar to them. This is in line with prior work that showed that design
fixation is most prevalent when presented with common ideas because they are more likely to include
features that they see most often [7, 73, 74]. So, the student designers could simply be allocating more
attention to simpler electro-mechanical systems, since it could be more related to what they had learned in
the classroom. It is important to remember that there was a significant interaction effect between part
type, analogical distance, and complexity so that relationship could be partially explained by the effects of
another factor. Another part of the hypothesis was refuted when there was no statistically significant
relationship between eye fixations and analogical distance. They did not focus more on analogically near
products as hypothesized. Again, the three-way interaction effect could have a part in the lack of
relationship shown between analogical distance and eye fixations in the results. Another reason for this
could be because the eye fixation metrics themselves are not as indicative of unconscious thought as had
been believed, and different measurements of eye movements could be used in the future to predict reuse
of parts in a designer’s set of ideas. It was hoped in the third research question that eye fixations would
significantly predict reuse of a product, and that a significant result for the fourth research question would
reflect which products resulted in more eye fixations which would then hopefully result in increased
reuse. In this manner, design fixation could be fully harnessed to create ‘good’ results by choosing the
right products to dissect.
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Chapter 6 : Conclusion
This thesis focused on how design reuse impacts the creativity of ideas generated after dissecting
products that were a combination of analogically near or far and relatively complex or relatively simple as
they related to the design prompt of creating a milk frother. This thesis also examined how eye fixations
and the product dissected impacted design fixation and whether or not those factors could provide any
insight into the reasons why design fixation occurs. Lastly, the relationship between the product type, in
terms of analogical distance and complexity, and eye fixations was also examined to see what products
caused student designers allocate more attention to them. It was believed that if student designers were to
fixate on example products that were not direct solutions to the design problem and use analogical
reasoning, then they would be able to draw inspiration from them to have more creative ideas, rather than
copying an existing solution resulting in redundant ideas. Results showed that reusing parts from the
product dissected can increase creativity and quality (linear regression significance of p = .030 and .022,
respectively). This demonstrated the potential for harnessing design fixation to create good ideas rather
than looking at it as something that will always hinder the design mindset in a negative manner. The
results also reflected that participants that dissected analogically near products reused more parts (threeway ANOVA analysis significance p = .008), and that they reused interior parts more often than exterior
parts (p = .011). This shows that giving the participants the design prompt before the product dissection
can help them focus their design set to products that are most relevant to the solution, the analogically
near products. In addition, the reuse of interior parts could reflect the student designer’s ability to
recognize that the more functional parts of the product are the most relevant to the design problem
focusing their design set in an efficient manner. In an effort to understand why or how design fixation
occurs, eye tracking did not yield any significant results in terms of predicting reuses of the part that was
fixated on. However, it was shown that student designers allocated more of their eye fixations, and
therefore their attention to products of simpler complexity (three-way ANOVE analysis significance p <
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0.001). Understanding, what a designer does pay attention to could be significant if eye fixations could in
fact predict unconscious thought like reuse of parts in ideas. However, these results suggest that student
designers are not actually unconsciously fixating, and are in fact purposefully fixating and reusing parts.
Overall, this thesis showed that design fixation with respect to reuse can positively impact the design set
when using analogically distant example products. While prior research has focused on the negative
impact of reuse or fixation in design ideas, this research sheds a positive light on the potential for good
fixation.
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Appendix A : Product Dissection Prompts Provided to Participants

Product Dissection
You will have 30 minutes to complete this part.
Product dissection is often done in industry and academia to uncover opportunities for re-design. Designers take
apart and analyze all components of a product to understand its structure and properties, and thus, find ways to
improve the product. Therefore, the goal of dissection is to improve the functionality, maintainability, and reliability
of a product through the examination, study, capture, and modification of existing products.
During this activity, you will perform a physical product dissection on the provided product by taking it apart and
analyzing the function of each component. Your goal is to understand strengths and weaknesses of the product in
order to develop new innovative concepts that satisfy the design goal.
Once again, the goal is to develop concepts for a new, innovative product that can froth milk in a short

amount of time. This product should be able to be used by the consumer with minimal instruction.
Task 1:
Take apart the product until it cannot be practically reduced to any more parts. In other words - completely take
apart your product. Your task is to disassemble the product, identify each part, and record the following in Table 1:
QTY:

Material:

Quantity of each part within the product. Eg. If there were 4 batteries you would write 4 in this
box.

The material the part is made from (if you do not know for sure, write your best estimate)
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Task 2:
The goal of this task is to visualize how the product is assembled and identify what function each part plays in the
functionality of the product. For this task, you should lay out the individual parts you identified in Task 1 on the
provided sheet of paper. You may use more than 1 sheet of paper if you run out of space. Try to position the parts
such that they are close to parts that they would be adjacent to without disassembly. Your layout should include the
following information:
1.
2.
3.

Name of each part
The function that you perceive that part to serve
Each part’s connectivity to the next (use arrows)

For an example of what your completed layout should look like, refer to Figure 1. Keep in mind the design task
while performing the product dissection:

The main goal of your task is to develop concepts for a new, innovative product that can froth milk in a
short amount of time. This product should be able to be used by the consumer with minimal instruction.

Example layout sketch of dissected parts with their purpose and connectivity.
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Appendix B : Bill of Materials Provided during Product Dissection

Table 4. Bill of materials provided for participants assigned with the Nerf Gun

Part#

Part Name

1

Main body right

2

Main body left

3

Outer casing right

4

Outer casing left

5

Slide left

6

Slide right

7

Nozzle

8

Extra Dart Holder

9

Pressure Cylinder (outer)

10

Dart Barrel Holder (inner)

11

Small spring

12

Large spring

13

Trigger

14

Trigger Release

15

Screw

16

Medium compressed spring

17

Dart

QTY

Material
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Table 5. Bill of materials provided for participants assigned with the Hand Mixer

Part#

Part Name

1

Ball

2

Brush

3

Cage for motor

4

Back motor mount

5

Front motor mount

6

Velocity control board

7

External Switch

8

Spring

9

Plastic Washer

10

Bronze Controller

11

Motor

12

Large Round Head Bolt Screw

13

Beaters

14

U-washer

15

Shafts for beaters and gears

16

Short Round Head Screw

17

Fan

18

Thin Plastic Washer

19

U-Shaped plastic ball holder

20

Bottom cover

21

Top cover

22

Mixer Gears

23

Wire connector

24

Wires

25

Metal connector

26

Wall outlet plug

27

Small plastic washer

QTY

Material
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Table 6. Bill of materials provided to participants assigned with the Tape Dispenser

Part#

Part Name

1

Casing Front

2

Casing Back

3

Dispenser insert

4

Dispenser outer

5

Tape roll

6

Large gear

7

Blank roll lid

8

Blank roll

9

Small gear

QTY

Material
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Table 7. Bill of materials provided to participants assigned with the Electric Toothbrush

Part#

Part Name

1

Brush head frame

2

Swivel brush head (round)

3

Swivel bristles

4

Rocker brush head (rectangular)

5

Rocker bristles

6

Spring

7

Brush head clip

8

Small shaft

9

Retaining pin

10

Inner switch

11

Outer casing

12

Motor and battery frame

13

Metal shaft

14

Motor spinner

15

Motor end plug

16

Motor

17

Metal battery contact

18

Battery

19

Rubber grip with button

20

Bottom screw on cap

21

O-ring

QTY

Material
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Appendix C: Design Prompt

Figure 8. Design prompt provided to participants for the idea generation activity
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